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Abstract 
Since the development of Stewart platform as flight simulator by Stewart in 1965, many investigators have modified the 
constructional features of Stewart Platform to enhance its reach near to the base by imparting larger tilt angle of top platform. This paper 
presents a Stewart platform with flexible sized base and top platforms. The flexibility in the size of these platforms is obtained by 
providing mobile knots on the base and top platforms. The tilt angle of the top platform at various sizes of base platform has been 
determined and it is shown that the flexibility in the size of base platform imparts greater tilt angle to the top platform. It is also shown 
that height of Stewart platform for achieving maximum tilt angle is larger as compared to that of the proposed manipulator.  
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Nomenclature 
 
h  height of manipulator 
A distance of base mobile knots from centre of base platform 
At distance of top mobile knots from centre of top platform 
lmax maximum length of leg connecting base and top platform 
lmin minimum length of leg connecting base and top platform 
 
 
Greek symbols 
 
ξ Tilt angle of the top platform 
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Figure 1: Proposed manipulator 
1. Introduction: 
Parallel manipulators consist of base and top platforms. The platforms are connected by number of serial kinematic 
chains to form a closed kinematic chain. The top platform holds the gripper and moves it with respect to the fixed base 
platform. Parallel manipulators are superior to the serial manipulators in load carrying capacity, Stability and positional 
accuracy; however these are inferior in terms of workspace and dexterous manoeuvrability.  
 
This work proposes a parallel manipulator that has Stewart Platform like basic structure having flexibility in the size of 
top as well as base platform as shown in Figure 1.  
 
It is shown that by reducing the size of base platform the tilt angle of the top platform can be increased to enable it to 
grip the objects placed near to the plane of the base platform. It is also shown that the height required for achieving 
maximum tilt angle for the proposed manipulator is less than that required for the Stewart platform. This advantage enables 
the proposed manipulator to maximize its reach near the base with a smaller size of when compared to Stewart platform. 
The following paragraph explains the motivation behind this work. 
 
Stewart [1] developed a three legged parallel manipulator which was used as a flight simulator. This manipulator was 
known as Stewart platform. Gough and White hall [2] modified the Stewart platform by providing six legs which were used 
to connect fixed base and movable top platforms. It can be noted here that Stewart platform had fixed size of base and top 
platforms. Various investigators have modified the Stewart platform in order to improve the reach of its top platform near 
the base. New configurations are achieved by imparting flexibility in the size of base platform [4, 5, 11, 12, 13, and 16]. 
Some of the investigators improved the workspace and dexterity by making the changes in configuration of the legs [2, 3, 6, 
8, 9, 10, 13 and 15]. Few investigators proposed the use of serially connected parallel manipulators (hybrid manipulators) to 
cater the advantages such as high load carrying capacity, larger workspace and dexterity [7, 14]. 
 
It is clear that a Stewart platform with flexible platforms have neither been proposed nor kinematically analyzed.  
2. Proposed manipulator: 
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The proposed manipulator consists of two platforms (base and top) formed by assembling three slide-ways at 1200 to 
each other as shown in the Figure 1.  
 
One mobile knots is mounted on each of the slide-ways. The mobile knots are able to move towards and away from 
their respective platform centre. Six extensible legs (piston and cylinder arrangement) are used to connect the mobile knots 
on top and base platforms through spherical joints as shown in the Figure. The mobile knots of base and top platforms are 
connected to each other by base and top arms respectively. The base and top arms are used to move the mobile knots 
towards and away from the centre of top and base platform respectively. 
 
The flexibility in the size of base and top platforms are obtained by the movement of legs mounted on mobile knots 
towards and away from the centre of platforms. The flexibility in the size of top platform provides flexibility in the size of 
the object to be gripped, while that in the size of base platforms enables larger tilt angle of the top platform thus enhances 
the reach of the top platform near the base. 
3. Determination of tilt angle: 
This is to be noted that the proposed manipulator will behave like Stewart-Gough platform when the base mobile 
knots are considered fixed. For comparison the maximum distance of mobile knots from the centre of base platform is taken  
as 800. 
 
3.1 Tilt angle: 
 Tilt angle is defined here as “the angle between the horizontal plane and the plane of the top platform” it is denoted 
by ξ.. Tilt angle is the measure of the reach of the top platform near to the plane of base. Figure 2 shows how larger tilt 
angle can be obtained when the base mobile knots are at their minimum position i.e. 36.95 (determined by taking the width 
of mobile knots as 128).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 3.2 Geometrical model for determining tilt angle: 
Figure 3 shows a geometric model for determining the tilt angle of top platform for the proposed manipulator. For 
initial position point D is taken as the centre of base platform and point A as centre of top platform, thus AD is the line  
(a)  
(b) 
Figure 2: Tilt angle of top platform of proposed manipulator and Stewart platform 
(a): When mobile knots are at their maximum position (Stewart platform), (b): When mobile knots are at their minimum position 
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joining centres of top and base platforms at initial position while A1D is the line joining centres for final position of top 
platform. AB is the distance of top mobile knot from the centre of top platform and CD is the distance of base mobile knot 
from the centre of base platform. 
Let: 
h = height of the proposed manipulator (distance between fixed coordinate frame and moving coordinate 
frame, AD)  
At = distance of mobile knot from centre of top platform (AB) 
A = distance of mobile knot from centre of base platform (CD) 
It is to be noted that values of h and At will remain unchanged from initial to final position of the base mobile 
knots. This is because of the fact that At is dependent upon the size of object to be gripped and h will kept constant in order 
to determine the maximum tilt angle of top the top platform. 
 
For comparison of tilt angle ξ of Stewart-Gough platform and that of the proposed manipulator, initially the 
position of base mobile knots of proposed manipulator is considered to be at the position equal to that of the  Stewart 
platform. Then base mobile knots of proposed manipulator are assigned new position towards centre of base till minimum 
possible position (36.95 mm) is reached, thus slowly decreasing the size of base polygon. It is to be noted here that in case 
of Stewart-Gough platform the position of base mobile knots cannot be changed.  The variation of tilt angle ξ with the 
distance of base mobile knots is shown in Figure 4. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3: Geometric scheme for determination of Tilt angle 
 
From Figure 4 it is observed that as the distance of base mobile knots is reduced, the tilt angle ξ increases, that 
means the top platform have larger angle with the horizontal. This indicates that the gripper mounted on top platform is able 
to reach nearer to the plane of base. This advantage enables gripping of objects which are placed nearer to the base platform 
and hence the workspace of the proposed manipulator can be considered to be larger.  
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Figure 4:  Variation in tilt angle ξ with position of base mobile knots 
 
It is observed from the Figure that ξ increase when the mobile knots are brought nearer to centre of base platform. 
The maximum value of ξ achieved at the minimum position of base mobile knot (36.95) is 122.170. Since the base mobile 
knots in case of Stewart-Gough platform is fixed at 800 the value of ξ remains fixed at 10.880. Thus it can be concluded that 
the proposed manipulator can be tilted more towards the plane of base as compared Stewart-Gough platform. The greater 
value of tilt angle ξ for proposed manipulator enables larger workspace of proposed manipulator as compared to Stewart 
platform. 
 
3.3 Effect of height of the manipulator on tilt angle: 
 
In previous section it is shown that maximum tilt angle ξ (122.170) of the proposed manipulator is obtained by placing 
the base mobile knots at its minimum position of 36.95 from centre of base platform.  
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Figure 5: Height of proposed manipulator when mobile knots are at maximum position (800) (Stewart-Gough platform)  
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Figure 6: Height of proposed manipulator when mobile knots are at minimum position (36.9)  
 
From Figure 5 it is clear that in case of Stewart-Gough platform maximum tilt angle ξ (122.170) of the top platform can  
 
be obtained at a height of 1660.3 when the mobile knots are at a position of 800. However in case of the proposed 
manipulator the same maximum tilt angle ξ of the top platform (122.170) can be obtained at a height of 1000 when the 
mobile knots are at their minimum position (36.95) as shown in Figure 6. Thus it can be concluded that the height required 
for achieving the same tilt angle ξ in case of Stewart-Gough platform is much larger as compared to that in the proposed 
manipulator (1.66 times).  
 
Conclusion: 
        A Stewart platform with flexibility in the size of base and top platforms is presented and it is shown how the top 
platform can be tilted at larger angle by moving the base mobile knots near to the centre of base platform. This feature 
enables the gripper mounted on the top platform to grip the objects placed near to the base platform thus imparting larger 
workspace to the proposed manipulator. It is also shown that the proposed manipulator can achieve a tilt angle of 122.170 
when its height is 1000 while Stewart platform can achieve same tilt angle at a height of 1660. Thus the size of the proposed 
manipulator is very less for achieving same tilt angle. This advantage It can be concluded that provision of flexibility in the 
size of top and base platform makes the proposed manipulator superior to Stewart platform with fixed size of top and base 
platforms.  
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